Audio-Technica’s Dual-Ear Microphone Mount allows you to convert your single ear-worn BP892 MicroSet® to a dual-ear-worn unit for maximum stability and comfort. The BP892 fits on either side of the Dual-Ear Microphone Mount, allowing the microphone to be worn to either the left or right of your mouth. The headband easily adjusts to fit both children and adults.

**How to use the Dual-Ear Microphone Mount**

1. Insert the rounded end of your BP892 ear hook into the larger opening of your Dual-Ear Microphone Mount’s left or right tapered holder. Firmly seat ear hook in the tapered holder.

2. Insert the small rounded end of the additional supplied ear hook into the larger opening of your Dual-Ear Microphone Mount’s remaining tapered holder. Firmly seat ear hook in the tapered holder.

3. Open the Dual-Ear Microphone Mount’s adjustable behind-the-neck headband to its maximum position by pushing the headband’s adjusting tabs together (⑥). Put the behind-the-neck headband on, hooking the ear hooks over your ears. Adjust the fit of the headband as needed, by sliding the headband’s adjusting tabs until you arrive at a secure, comfortable fit (⑥). Attach the microphone cable to the cable clip positioned between the headband’s adjusting tabs (⑥).